Aloha nō, mahalo nui for considering my testimony. My keiki are the 6th generation keiki o ka ʻĀina o Hawaiʻi nei. Decisions you make are critical, crucial a deep responsibility to the past, present, & future people of Hawaiʻi and Earth who are affected. Indeed, dramatic change has occurred in my humble lifetime of 41 years, example 1 traffic light in Kona, now... Well, we not here to talk bout that but... considering arguments and opposing opinions can continue, the overlying message will continue as well; Privilege and entitlement mindset of people making life changing decisions in accordance to their inherent interests, finding excuses or reasons to railroad policy across avenues of access. Mauna a Waʻkea, in my lifetime has been obstructed and desecrated by these telescopes (eyesores) on the tallest mountain on Earth. The ethical question of overdevelopment into Sacred spaces has to be addressed. Please, support open space preservation and conservation to conserve and preserve resources here on our island home. Again remember where you are, Hawaiʻi is an ecosystem under constant pressure from alien introductions; as my Hawaiʻi public school education taught from the earliest stages of development. "Hawaiʻi no mo snakes, no let the snakes in bumbye the reproduce an bite everybody." Just a quick reminder as a metaphor, but in truth this wisdom must be reinforced, to protect ecosystems and perpetuate living systems whereas being the example of creation of sustainable future we as a people desperately need. I also wanna remind anyone if they like to be stared at, maybe this might be an issue also of not wanting Nui stink eye on Earth's highest peak staring at everybody. Please be responsible with technology it can save us providing users are responsible with it. Lastly, design for future developments where making a living also coincides and compliments the living providing essential growth and planting seeds of nourishment not discouragement. I stand firmly against the desecration of a living system Sacred Mauna A Waʻkea.